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For this upscale home, ATF followed this Rallying Cry:
“Heavy Timbers with an Elegant, Unique, Industrial Feel.”
Einstein once said: “If I had only one hour to save the world, I would spend fiftyfive minutes defining the problem, and only five minutes finding the solution.” How true.
Once a problem is correctly defined, solutions and answers just kind of fall into our lap!
In life, and in particular with creative building projects, we NEED to have a clear
target or Rallying Cry. If not, decisions will be tough and communication will be difficult.
This could lead to extra time, cost, and effort. Ideally, a Rallying Cry boils down to seven
or eight words. This makes it easy to clearly say no to what is not 100% your style. It
helps you find focus. You will also find this very useful as a communication tool.
Your ideas and theme may come together with a sudden flash of big picture
inspiration or be built up more slowly, perhaps starting with a personal item or picture
which makes you happy and feel good inside.
How To Identify Your Style Rallying Cry
Use the following tips as a thorough, comprehensive package or individually.
1) Your Rustic Factor. On a spectrum of 1 through 10, with 1 being a modern, airy
hospital, and 10 being a heavy, rustic log cabin, where does your taste lie?
2) Special Event or Homecoming Scenario. Picture yourself coming home after a
six-week vacation. What are some descriptive words you would want to pop into your
continued on Page 2
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head? Picture a family event, or a time when
you have guests over for the first time. What
are some descriptive words you would like to
hear them say? Which words would tell you
that you “nailed” the look and feel you
intended?
3) Solicit Third Party Perspectives. Ask
friends or family to provide adjectives which
describe you. Compile, review and choose
the words that fit and communicate best. You
can also interview and then consult with an
interior designer.
4) Take the ATF Mini Style Quiz. Your word
choices will be spread out over four
categories. We then use that information to
help us make decisions while we design your
Timber package.
5) Do the ATF 10 Step design Guide. This
Timber Design Guide was created with the
help of an Interior Designer to help you get
the post and beam atmosphere which fits
your style perfectly. You don't want
something that is too heavy or overpowering,
nor do you want something that is too light or
insignificant. It will also help you with
decisions you need to make during your
building process.
6) Work with Pre-defined Styles. Search
the web, books, or magazines for pictures
with identified styles you like. You can save
these pictures and simply choose standard
description such as mid-century modern. Or
you can combine style descriptions such as:
“A combination of classic farmhouse and
Western Ranch.”
A Rallying Cry Under Attack
Especially during a construction project, your
rallying cry can come under attack. Things
can feel so complicated. We sometime call
this Bright Shiny
Object Syndrome.
When you are
researching to
make informed
decisions, you
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uncover so many bright shiny
objects which are incredibly
fascinating. But what a brain
drain and distraction!
That’s when you can use your
Rallying Cry as a reset button.
Often, clients take a clarity
break to make sure that they
are on the same page. Things
become complicated and
stressful if your project goes
much more than three weeks
without regrouping.
One project we worked
on at ATF was a vacation home
for a couple we’ll call Bill and
Mary. Bill was great - for the
An extensive “Man Cave” built to
most part he was happy if Mary
resemble an old mining building
was happy. What that meant,
though, was that Mary was doing the heavy lifting associated with their
project. Beyond sharing a few opinions, Bill wasn’t really into the details.
Their pre-start planning session had taken some time, involving a lot
of introspective questions. They simplified their picture and scrapbook
collection. They did a style quiz. They scoured the web. And in the end, they
came up with an easily understood description: A warm mix of old and new
with an efficient, well-thought-out feel. With that, their vacation home plan
had simply fallen into place.
Throughout the building process, though, the ATF building team
needed more answers. We understood their intent and were pulling in the
same direction, but in the end, they had to make the decisions. It was almost
as if the Rallying Cry was under attack by the numbers of choices, decisions,
and distractions!
Once Bill and Mary took a clarity break, they were back on track.
Because they had built a well-defined, articulated description of the overall
look and feel they wanted for their friends and family, it was easy to get back
to a place where they could prioritize as a team. They could see past all the
bright, shiny objects to choose only the things that were 100% their style. And
the finished product reflects that!
Are You a Skeptic?
At this point, some clients have questions. Some clients are skeptical.
Here’s some comments we often hear:
“What happens if we get a rallying cry wrong?”
It is no big deal if you start and later discover a better description for your
Rallying Cry. It is way easier to adjust direction than to start from a dead

stop. Even in an imperfect form, your Rallying Cry will be close, and
serves as communication for intent.
“Shouldn't this be established well before our project starts?”
In a perfect world, you would identify your Rallying Cry before talking to
your designer or architect. But it is never too late! And if you decide to
remodel or build again in the future you can simply reevaluate and even
go through the exercises again to have crystal-clear focus.
“This touchy-feely stuff is for the birds - can't we just communicate
with pictures?”
Pictures will be part of your toolbox. However, in every picture you'll
have things you like - and things you dislike. Your team needs to
understand this. You want us to know your intent. Pictures, home tours,
and communication all aimed at a unifying description will make your life
easy and produce better results.
If you’re enthusiastic about your post and beam project, but don’t
have a clearly defined Rallying Cry, don’t let it stop you! Take advantage of
the special offer in this Inspiration Report to connect with the person in your
life who is best able to help you find your focus. Or schedule a 30-90 min
brainstorm with our design team at ATF. We can help to define your Rallying
Cry iquickly. Having a clear target is the single most important thing you can
do to get what you want. Your Rallying Cry will ensure that your project is a
win-win for everyone!
To Your Goals, Momentum, and Happiness
On behalf of the ATF Team,
Bert Sarkkinen

The Smile Express

Happiness Is...

Outdoor pavilion at PCM
King Solomon is often referred to
for his wisdom. In his old age, he
reminds us: “Better is a poor and wise
child than an old foolish King who can no
more be admonished.” I have not
enjoyed success on the level of a king! I
do notice, though, that success does
make me resistant to admonishment.
Rather than resting on our laurels,
King Solomon reminds us about simple
good things: “There is nothing better for
a man, than that he should eat and
drink, and that he should make his soul
enjoy good in his labour.” For me,
happiness is often about performing my
duties with a glad and humble heart.

…a Dose of Humility!
Your Referrals Speak Volumes!

Rich European Elegance with Heavy Lodge Timbers

www.ArrowTimber.com

...and are GREATLY appreciated.
When you refer friends and
acquaintances to ATF, make sure they
mention your name! They get to skip the
screening process... and yes, we screen
clients. You are the cream of the crop!
Plus, we want to know where to send
thanks... do you prefer coffee or sweets?
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Featured Project
j

Timberline PDX
The Timberline Lodge story is rich in Oregon
history and Oregonian hand-crafted goods. The new
storefront at PDX International Airport is a monument
to the craftspeople who built the Lodge.
ATF had to get special NSA clearance to
transport these huge, 2000 pound-plus beams down
airport halls! The massive entry portal into the shop,
with its iconic Timberline entry arch, is absolutely
phenomenal. The hexagonal posts, cut with a sharp
taper, have a unique inverted installation technique.
The fireplace anchors the design. And what a
fireplace! Unpredictable angles and planes with
firewood in lieu of stone. A hearth connected to the
timber frame brings intentional slices of the
architecture of the original Lodge to the space.
Product display furniture throughout is inspired by
felled logs and the leftover traces of an open
campfire. Interlaced beams form many triangles
against the deep black ceiling.
Reiko Igareashi of SkyLab Architects brought
the owner’s vision into focus. Brady with Bremik
construction conducted the building team orchestra.
Shadow Woodfork of Schutte Consulting Engineers
worked through structural and logistic challenges.
And, of course, Josh and the artisans at ATF were the
team behind the amazing timber frame
craftsmanship and installation!

Well-executed
construction art
requires Teamwork,
Craftsmanship, and
Vision.
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For more pictures of this beautiful project, visit our Gallery at www.ArrowTimber.com
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Special
Offer
p
My younger brother and I got the perfect
introduction to fishing when I was about six
years old. Fishing off an old Spillway, Joe no
sooner got his line in the water than he hooked
a 12-inch trout. (In memory it seems like 20
inches!) After helping Joe land and unhook his
fish, my father help me set up my pole, bait the
hook and cast out. And wouldn't you know it,
but I caught its twin on the first cast! Boy did we
ever just throw out our chests showing mom
who caught the biggest fish once we got home!

Time to Connect
It’s hard to find time to connect with the
people who are important to us. When
you’re planning a timber frame project, that
time is precious!
So take an evening to plan and connect THE MEAL IS ON US.

Call ATF at 360 687 1868 and let us know
where you would like to dine and what type
of project you’ve been dreaming about.
We’ll send you a $50 gift card. As a bonus,
we’ll send you our Style Quiz and some
ideas to get the creative juices flowing!
This offer is available
to the first three callers ONLY.
Call right away to claim your gift!

360 687 1868
Offer expires 3-31-17
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He Has Our Back!
Getting to Know Jeff Martini
Picking up the pieces
and making sure things
are complete can be
tiresome. But Jeff Martini
does this routinely - with
a smile on his face! From
project completion
details such as stain
touch-up to seemingly
mundane housekeeping
and process issues, Jeff
has our back.
Jeff is very expressive
- some might even say
hotheaded! He works
with his own quirks and is
quick to apologize and
own up to his mistakes.
His construction and
Jeff Martini, insert job title and expert
sports background has
fisherman!
taught him the
importance of flexibility, core strength, and having a strong functioning
body. His consistent stretching and ab workouts have been a great
example and positive influence for us. So Jeff actually does have our back
- literally and figuratively!
Getting to know Jeff Martini
Q: What are some things about your past you would like people to
know?
A: After working as a carpenter for 18 years I went back to college at
the age of 40.
Q: Where is someplace you would like to visit?
A: The Babrue River in British Columbia! The land of the biggest
steelhead.
Q:How do you like to spend your free time?
A: Working on my house along the East Fork of the Lewis River and
fishing rivers in Southwest Washington.
Q: What would have to happen in the next three years to make you
feel like you are moving forward?
A: Advancing forward in the renovation of my house.
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Our Philosophy
People want things which reflect their personality.
People want an enjoyable process with a mutual exchange.
People want teamwork, transparency, and creative solutions.
I experience this over and over in the course of a year, not only when
clients view albums or 3-D models in my office, but especially so
immediately after the completion of their timber structure. Appreciative
head nods and slow smiles have almost become a trademark!
I fell in love with the timber framing craft in 2002 and I still feel just as
privileged and enthused. Many, many, personalized structures have been
created since then. In fact, my passion, artistry, and repertoire of creative
solutions have all grown dramatically… I sometimes wonder if it is simply
something to do with rising to challenges and building upon success.
You probably agree that exposed beams provide geometric beauty
and resonate deep within our psyche… The style brings to mind durability,
longevity, safety, laughter, smiles, and home to many warm feelings.

The question: What is the best way for you
to acquire your personalized timber living?
Not too much, not too little. Not too high, not too low. Just the right mix
of timber presence and style… How to find that sweet spot which you can
enjoy for years and pass on to your heirs. It's really about enriching the
lives of those around you and sharing your unique personality and
viewpoints with them.

The answer: Arrow Timber’s guaranteed pain-free
timber living acquisition process
I think the culture of mass-produced, one-size-fits-all merchandise is
a happiness drain for far too many people. It is better to have a targeted life
with purpose, than acquiring a lot of mediocre things for the sake of having
them. Too much waste, clutter and frustration, I say. It is much better to
emphasize and display your values with purposeful choices. And if you
can acquire those choices and avoid the taint of painful experiences,
consider yourself a winner! Which is why I guarantee not only the
personalized artistry we create, but also the process by which it is created!

Recommended Reading
from the Arrow Team
Timber Framing: Journal of the Timber
Framers Guild: Issue #122 December
2016. December's Journal contains many
interesting gems.
The week-long
reconstruction in
France, using only
tools which were
available at the time
of the original
construction, (Circa
1500) is a great
e x a m p l e o f
dedication and teamwork. Another gem is
the in-depth article on unique bridge
construction and bracing. It is a technical
read, but very thought-provoking! Grade B
Focus by Al Ries
Al Ries uses
countless real-life
corporate business
examples to beat
home a simple but
scary message.
Losing focus
happens easily. At
best, it means less
revenue and more
headache. At worst
it means a failed
business. And the loss of focus is always
justified: it can be called diversification,
confluence, product line extension, or
synergy. Grade: A

Seek out and choose, therefore, things that will evoke head nods and
slow smiles. Things which resonate with your personality. Things that do
not grow old or boring with the passage of time. You will not regret it.
To your goals, momentum, and happiness,
Bert Sarkkinen, Owner
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